NICHOLAS BURNS ONE OF BRIDGES
Let's Aged Pobeldon-estoff resign.

BULWARK OF AUTOCRACY
Joy and Bloodshed Mingle in Transformed Land.

DEMONSTRATIONS OF JOY
Australian Make New Demands, but White Will Vote Moderates Liberals by Giving Ansonian and National Endorsements.

VOICE OF PEOPLE SAYS RESIGN
Public Necessity Demands Full Representation in Congress.

RUSIAN FIRST DAY OF LIBERTY
People Already Divide into Parties and Blood Flows in Capital.

COLUMBIA JETTY IN URGENT NEED
General Mackenzie's Strong Opinion

MONEY WASTED BY DELAY
Precedent for Making Exception in Its Favor.

FULTON URGES HARD WORK
May Be an Endorsement Candidate, Four Can Help on House Committees—Office Insurance Observation Members.
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